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In the present essay, I would like to present the writings of the North American press that do form an opinion and give an analysis about the events in Spain between 1923 and 1930. I will not focus on the articles of daily papers, but on the ones of weekly and/or fortnight's magazines.
For this paper the articles selected were the ones I had found and gathered during my field trip in Florida, USA in 2002 and 2003.
The magazines to be presented in this essay -in sequence of appearanceare the following: The New Republic, The Outlook, and The Nation.
The available press material is far more abundant than the space allowed in this volume of studies, therefore I tried my best to line up the most illustrative articles so that we could get an accurate picture of the American journalists' opinion formed about the events unfolding in Spain as well as about their main characters.
The New Republic reveals even in its subtitle that it is a A Journal of Opinion. Nonetheless, we cannot only read evaluation in its articles, the magazine does publish numerous informative writings as well.
Whilst studying the articles, I found several among the magazines; one of the most striking was perhaps -as we are going to see in the articles quoted -, that each of the magazines listed above intended to compare both Primo de Rivera's personality and dictatorial regime to those of the Italian Mussolini while looking for parallels or pronounced contrasts.
On the grounds of the quotations presented here we shall see that there is no unambiguous answer to the question whether the two dictatorships indeed rest on analogous elements, if the two dictators' personalities are really so similar (or identical?), because the more articles we read, the more opinions we shall encounter. Regarding this, the first article of The New Republic coming to light following Primo de Rivera's takeover -in the absence of evidence -cannot take a stand on this question yet and, therefore, articulates its views very carefully:
"
It is too early to say that the Spanish revolution is a repetition of the Fascist coup in Italy. Though time may show that General Rivera […] is another Mussolini […]"
2 The article itself is rather concise, and -after showing in telegraphese the Spanish situation -it ends with a slightly cynical note and tries to compare Primo to Mussolini: "Like Mussolini, he will now discover that the strong, stern man on horseback only begins his troubles when he comes down off his horse and goes to work." 3 The wars in Morocco are tightly linked to Primo de Rivera's dictatorshipthe North American press does not avoid giving analysis or expressing its opinion. Unfortunately, due to the narrow scope of this study, I do not have much possibility to illustrate this in a very detailed way; I would rather present the articles containing opinions related to the dictatorship itself.
However, having read such articles, in general the American press cannot be said to have thought well of the Spanish military actions at all, mostly because of the financial costs involved and human losses suffered in the war.
Perhaps, the following extract of an article can be a good proof of this: "His economy campaign […] As I have already mentioned, the American press is indeed interested in the events in Morocco, and often publishes lengthy, mainly reporting, sometimes analyzing articles dealing with such topics, therefore a regular reader can get continuously informed about the latest developments.
Journalists face a hard task during wartime and dictatorships, especially if we think about censorship.
The author of an article expresses his opinion and, at the same time, demonstrates the gravity of the Primo de Rivera's relationship to the university students, too, was full of fierce discords; the American press covers this in a fairly long article 11 and criticizes the activity of Primo's government in this situation:
"In its present struggle with university students throughout Spain, the government has been equally blundering."
12
Primo -under the pretext of "reorganization" -closes universities, precisely five out of eleven -as we get to know from the article; and the author of the article adds:
" The author of the article sees differences not only in the two dictators' personalities and regimes, but also regarding the people's attitude towards the dictators: "The attitude of Spain to its dictator has been precisely the opposite of that of Italy to hers. It has been hard to find anyone enthusiastic about him, and most people were openly hostile."
21
The article includes information on the Moroccan problem, the Catalan and Basque situation, too, but the writer finds an even more fundamental problem, that is, the one of the modernization of the country, and is pondering upon "how to get Spain, the last great medieval country, to consent to be modernized" 22 . Regarding this question, however, the writer acknowledges some successes of the dictorship:
" The title of the first article of The Outlook almost predestines its content:
The reader may think the article of more than two pages will give us a picture on the presumed similarities between Primo de Rivera and Mussolini but, instead, the author of the article -as an introduction -tells us about Primo's military education as well as his merits. Then he briefly presents the problems till he reaches the dawn of 13 September 1923. Only when the journalist has finished relating the circumstances of Primo de Rivera's takeover, does he start to wonder which (political) group(s) or parties will Primo probably win:
" In the article published on 28 August 1928 we can also read an evaluation of Primo de Rivera, which is at the same time another comparison with the Italian dictator, and this time -again -the author of the article seems to have found differences rather than analogy:
de Rivera has failed where Mussolini has succeeded -in commanding support, discouraging rebellion, and shaping the Government to dictatorial ends. After six years in power he can point with pride to few of his […] policies. The budget […] is lopsided, foreign trade is still unsatisfctory, and the Government leans heavily on the loans of English and American bankers."
35 Nevertheless, he finds one positive fact concerning Primo's virtuesthough apparently with mixed emotions. This merit of Primo's is related to suppressing illiteracy, and the author's view is (in contrast to many other journalists) that "the illiteracy rate is being steadily reduced. The premier may regard that as a promising sign. His enemies may, too."
36
The series of articles of The Outlook about Primo de Rivera is finished by an article -written and published following his death -which stands fully by the dictator, lists his merits, and -as the author of the article spent one year living in Spain -changes its own former opinion regarding both the whole country and the nation in a positive way.
The writer tells us about a sort of wall that, on the one hand, turns out to be symbolic -we shall see how -, and, on the other hand, it may as well mean the walls surrounding the "patio", or the two together… The journalist thinks that "the walls of Spain […] As a summary, we may say that the American press pays attention to the European events, and -especially in the present case -to those of Spain.
Each of the magazines mentioned in this study can be admitted to have published detailed accounts and analysis within one or two weeks after Primo de Rivera's takeover on 13 September 1923; some writings in mild tones, others in stronger ones -expressing both positive and negative opinions.
There is one more common characteristic in these magazines: none of them intended to avoid comparing Primo de Rivera's regime and personality to those of Mussolini. We can perhaps find a sort of divergence among the articles, since there is no united stand on the judgement, and almost the same number of journalists believe that Primo de Rivera is indeed a new/another Mussolini as those who are averse to accepting this possibility by saying there is nothing common in the two dictators.
The weak points of the Spanish regime attract the attention of the magazines; and the articles relate the same problems. The writings do not only state opinions, but, at the same time, they do report, and provide us with background information as well. Therefore, we can say that the North American reader could get a rich and colourful picture of the contemporary Spain of the time.
As for the Moroccan events, the opinion is unified: none of the magazines agrees with the campaigns, and their reasonings are the same: Spain is not able to keep her colonies, she is not as strong power as she used to be; the war 74 Idem. only deepens the country's problems as it consumes dreadful sums of money, and the human loss is also striking. All these together only raise discontent.
There is, however, no firm agreement on Primo's personality, military successes and/or failures; we can read examples of both extremely condemning views and strongly supporting ones as well.
Nonetheless, there seem to be more articles thinking highly of Primo de Rivera's achievements, acknowledging the dictator's intentions of modernization. Without doubt, the interpretation -according to which Primo de Rivera's regime was a dicatorship of modernization -is acceptable.
